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Who’s minding
the stores?

D&Co. president tells Bloomberg Starbucks
could lose steam under new retail strategy.
Dorsey & Company
President Julius C. Dorsey,
Jr. comments in the recent
Bloomberg Businessweek
article, “Starbucks Leaves
Stores Unfixed as
McDonald’s Perks Up.”
Dorsey’s experience in
directing national
Dorsey
marketing for the QuickService Restaurant sector
—namely his responsibility for the national
launch of McDonald’s breakfast—came in handy.
The article examines Starbucks’ plans to revamp
certain stores in identified target markets, while
cutting capital expenditures and spending half
of what it would normally spend for store upgrades—all while McDonald’s is pouring money
into upgrading its stores because of its growing
coffee sales.
Said Dorsey: “I have concern over Starbucks
setting expectations that don’t get fulfilled by a
visit to a typical store.”
Dorsey acknowledges the coffee powerhouse
must be doing something right, as its sales
growth for the last quarter measured exceeded
10 percent. However, he holds to his original
caveat and suggests the chain might take further
steps to bring the rest of the stores into the new
‘green’ strategy whereby the chosen stores will
be outfitted with green building characteristics
such as reclaimed materials, low-flow faucets
and energy-efficient air conditioning.
“It appears as if Starbucks sees these isolated

Read more at www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-11-04/starbucksleaves-many-stores-unrenovated-as-mcdonald-s-perks-up.html

remodels as a consumer play to burnish the overall brand
across the chain rather than only in the immediate trading
areas,” Dorsey said. “If this is the case, perhaps the group
would do well to make small, yet visible ‘green’ changes to
the rest of the stores to at least pay off the green claim made
so loudly in the selected stores.
“On its face, at the moment it appears the green strategy
seems to me to be directed more towards the investor side of
the equation.”
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